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Great book Update: The reserve has been updated as of 03/23/2018 and now has all of the
patterns. Maybe better to get the physical book rather.!!This review is for the Kindle version of
this book. I don't see any of the patterns in the Kindle edition, just photos. It's an enormous
disappointment. Thank you! Is It WORTHWHILE? A new must-possess for the corsetmakers’s
bookshelf So pleased to have access to this collection of patterns taken directly from the time in
which these were used.Introduction-The author explains the initial book that had these details
and how this reserve had become.Materials-The materials, bonings and busks which were used
at that time periodConstruction-The order of structure to make a corset(Very Few Photos are
given-This section is principally written.)Pattern OverView-The writer goes over how exactly to
draft the patterns and includes a table showing the sizing for each pattern,recommended
stitchingtype, whether the boning was internal or external and what kind of boning to make use
of.Corsets-There are Corset patterns,A Corset Cover,Corset Waist,and some additional children
Corset Waist patterns,Appendix-Measuring: Two sets of instruction for measurement taking,
from 1902 and 1924NotesReferenceThis book will not overlap with patterns from (Stays And
Corsets-Barrington and Corsets Historical patterns and techniques-Salen) and unlike the two
mentioned books the patterns usually do not come from museum replica's but from actual
patterns that were issued at the time. . As a small scale RTW historic corset maker, I especially
appreciate the inclusion of the explanation of manufacturing measures and processes in use in
the first 20th century. The sample corsets are wonderful for showing how the patterns work on a
real figure.Pro's:The measurements receive so you can carry out muslin pre-work, such as a full
bust adjustmentThe composing is ConciseThe author provides photos of the corsets made up on
a live modelCon's:The structure section is LackingFitting Info is LackingSide take note:The book
is available on kindle for approximately 1/3 of the purchase price.(UPDATE)I have been informed
that if you do not want to draft the patterns yourself they are for sale to print on etsy site under
(NadelUndFadenPress). (Sewing Edition) UPDATED Preface-An overview of what materials the
author wishes to cover. A distinctive range of patterns from 1900-1920. Both of these reasons
are big because (to MOI) that's what provides book its glow-the understanding gathered from a
reserve should provide you with the ability to reproduce the items within its pages.If you do not
know how to make a corset you will not learn it here, the building section could definitely have
already been better and how exactly to fit the corsets information is spare. Marion and team did
an excellent work of revising and updating the information. This manual is indeed special
because the patterns are exactly as they were used in factories of the time, not taken from
probably distorted extant garments.
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